While there is no lack of studies on the use of armed force by states in self-defence, its qualification as an 'inherent right' in article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations has received little scholarly attention and has been too quickly dismissed as having no significance. The present article fills this gap in the literature. Its purpose is not to discuss the limits to which article 51 or customary international law submit the exercise of the right of self-defence by states, but to examine what its 'inherent' character means and what legal consequences it entails. The article advances two main arguments. The first is that self-defence is a corollary of statehood as presently understood because it is essential to preserving its constitutive elements. The second argument is that the exercise of the right of self-defence must be distinguished from the right itself: it is only the former that may be delegated to other states or submitted to limitations under customary international law and treaty law. The right of self-defence, however, cannot be alienated and it takes precedence over other international obligations, although not over those specifically intended to limit the conduct of states in armed conflict or over non-derogable human rights provisions.
Introduction
My starting point is that, while there is no self-standing distinct category of 'fundamental' rights of states ontologically different from or hierarchically superior to other non-fundamental rights, there are treaty and customary rules, framed in terms of rights and duties, which attach special characteristics to certain rights and duties. The problem, therefore, is essentially one of interpretation, ie to establish the meaning of adjectives like 'inalienable' , 'permanent' or, in our case, 'inherent' as used in treaty and/or customary law provisions.
While there is no lack of studies on the use of armed force by states in self-defence, its qualification as an 'inherent right' in article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations (UN Charter) has received little scholarly attention and has been too quickly dismissed as 'merely a remnant of the natural law origin of the concept of self-defence' . 1 The present article intends to fill this gap in the literature. Its purpose is not to discuss the limits to which article 51 or customary international law submit the exercise of self-defence by states, but to examine what its 'inherent' character means and what legal consequences, if any, it entails. This article advances two main arguments. The first is that, whichever approach one takes to international law (naturalistic or positivistic), self-defence is a corollary of statehood as presently understood, and is as such inalienable. The second argument is that the exercise of the right of self-defence must be distinguished from the right itself: it is only the former that may be submitted to limitations or delegated to other states.
To demonstrate these arguments, this article proceeds as follows. It starts with an account of the history of the right of states to self-defence. It then discusses the meaning of 'inherent right' as used in article 51 of the UN Charter. Finally, it examines the possible consequences arising from such inherent character, in particular its inalienability and its prevalence over other international obligations, as well as its relationship with the collective security system under chapter VII of the UN Charter. One point on terminology: whether self-defence is a right stricto sensu, 2 a privilege or liberty, 3 a circumstance precluding wrongfulness of conduct, 4 a principle or a general principle of law, 5 a limitation to the prohibition of the use of force of which it forms an integral Suárez also viewed self-defence as a 'natural and necessary' right, to be exercised with moderation. 15 According to Grotius, defence was one of the three just causes for public war together with recovery of property and punishment. 16 In his view, the 'right of selfdefence (…) has its origin directly, and chiefly, in the fact that nature commits to each his own protection, not in the injustice or crime of the aggressor' . 17 Vattel emphasised that ' [e]very nation, as well as every man, has (…) a right to prevent other nations from obstructing her preservation, her perfection, and happiness-that is, to preserve herself from all injuries' . 18 He referred to this right as the 'right to security' (droit de sûreté).
19 In Wolff 's view, ' The right belongs to every nation to defend itself and its right against another nation. For the right of self-defence belongs to everybody. ' 20 Until the beginning of the twentieth century, however, self-defence was largely identified with the broader right of states to self-preservation, which was in turn based on the right of states to existence. 21 The two terms, therefore, were often used interchangeably. 22 Self-preservation was closely linked to the doctrine of necessity and was thus a much broader right than self-defence, as it included the right to use forcible measures to react not only against an attack but in any situation where the security of the state was threatened. 23 The confusion between self-preservation and self-defence is still evident in the letter dated 6 February 1838 sent from the British Ambassador in Washington, Fox, to the US Secretary of State, Forsyth, where he justified the sinking of the Caroline on the basis of the 'piratical character of the steamboat "Caroline" and the ) 241. Self-preservation should be distinguished from self-help: 'While selfpreservation has a mainly defensive connotation, self-help is distinctly active since it aims at the pursuit of a right': Haggenmacher (n 11) 9. See also Lamberti Zanardi (n 21) 35-36. Bowett also distinguishes self-defence from self-help: although they both imply a previous illegal act by the state against which they are directed, the former has a defensive function, while the latter has a 'remedial or repressive character in order to enforce legal rights': Bowett (n 3) 11. In contrast, see Ago (n 7) 56-57. necessity of self-defence and self-preservation' . 24 In his letter addressed to Fox, the new US Secretary of State, Webster, also employed the self-defence/self-preservation language interchangeably when he stated that '[a] just right of self-defence attaches always to nations as well as to individuals, and is equally necessary for the preservation of both ' . 25 Even in the UN Charter era, references that mixed self-defence with self-preservation have not disappeared. 26 In its statement before the Security Council in relation to the destruction of the Osirak nuclear reactor in Iraq in 1981, for instance, Israel claimed that it performed an elementary act of self-preservation, both morally and legally. In so doing, Israel was exercising its inherent right of self-defence as understood in general international law and as preserved in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations.
27
Self-defence/self-preservation was consistently seen as a 'fundamental right' of states. In the Hobbesian state of nature among sovereigns, the absence of a supreme authority made self-preservation, as provided by natural law, the most important principle.
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Locke refers to self-preservation as a 'fundamental law of Nature' that prevails over any other duty towards others. 29 After the advent of positivism in the nineteenth century, scholars continued to see it as a fundamental right. For Wheaton, self-preservation, of which self-defence is a subsidiary right, is 'one of the most essential and important' among the 'absolute international rights of States' and 'that which lies at the foundation of all the rest' . 30 Rivier maintains that self-preservation is 'le premier des droits essentiels; il les résume tous' . 31 Similarly, Calvo identifies in the 'right of conservation' '[u]n des droits essentiels inhérents à la souveraineté et à l'indépendence des États' and qualifies it as 'le premier de tous les droits absolus ou permanents' . 32 According to Hall, 'In the last resort almost the whole of the duties of states are subordinated to the right of selfpreservation. ' 33 It should be noted that, in the pre-Charter era, self-preservation/self-defence was often seen not only as a fundamental right, but also as a duty. nation, and one of her most sacred duties' . 34 Similarly, according to Wolff, 'Every nation is bound to save itself by the law of nature itself. ' 35 For Wheaton, self-preservation is a duty that a state owes not only to other states, but also to its own members, and the most solemn and important. 36 The Virginius correspondence also emphasised that 'the right of self-preservation and of self-defence (…) is a right with respect to other countries, and one of the most solemn and sacred of the duties of any state with relation to its citizens' .
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With the progressive restriction of the broader right of self-preservation, that culminated with the adoption of the UN Charter, the narrower right of self-defence came to have its own separate identity and to be seen as the only admissible form of self-preservation, ie as a defensive measure against an unlawful use of force. 38 If, in the classical era, self-preservation was a ground for a just war and, with the abandonment of the bellum justum doctrine in the 1800s, an essentially political justification for a de jure war and one of the grounds for adopting 'measures short of war' , 39 then, with the consolidation of a prohibition on the use of force in the first half of the twentieth century self-defence became the only basis for a lawful use of force under customary international law. Writing as early as 1905, Oppenheim recalls that '[s] uch acts of violence in the interest of self-preservation are exclusively excused as are necessary in self-defence' . 40 Westlake confirms that 'the true international right of selfpreservation is merely that of self-defence' . 41 For Kelsen, self-defence is a lawful form of self-help against a specific violation of international law, ie an illegal use of force.
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The affirmation of a prohibition on the use of force also determined that self-defence came to be regarded not only as a right, but also as a circumstance precluding the wrongfulness of conduct. The gradual emergence of restrictions to the use of armed force by states, then, did not impair the right of states to self-defence. Although it did not contain a general prohibition of the use of armed force but merely submitted it to procedural conditions, the 1919 Covenant of the League of Nations implicitly recognised the right of a state to use defensive force in article 8, which allowed states to maintain armaments to the level 'consistent with national safety' . 44 It also provided for a collective self-defence mechanism in article 10. The first multilateral treaty codification of the right of self-defence is in article 2 of the 1925 Locarno Pact, according to which the non-aggression obligation contained therein does not prejudice [t] he exercise of the right of legitimate defence, that is to say, resistance to a violation of the undertaking contained in the previous paragraph or to a flagrant breach of articles 42 or 43 of the said Treaty of Versailles, if such breach constitutes an unprovoked act of aggression and by reason of the assembly of armed forces in the demilitarised zone immediate action is necessary.
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In 1928, the General Treaty for the Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National Policy (Pact of Paris) was signed. 46 Although its article 1 provides that '[t]he High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the names of their respective peoples that they condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and renounce it, as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one another' , the treaty does not contain any provision on self-defence. In ratifying it, however, France maintained that 'each country should retain the right of legitimate defence' . 47 The British, Irish, Japanese and South African governments made similar declarations, with South Africa explicitly referring to legitimate self-defence as a natural right. 48 In response to these concerns, the US Note of 23 June 1928 stated as follows: There is nothing in the American draft of an anti-war treaty which restricts or impairs in any way the right of self-defense. That right is inherent in every sovereign state and is implicit in every treaty. Every nation is free at all times and regardless of treaty provisions to defend its territory from attack or invasion and it alone is competent to decide whether circumstances require recourse to war in self-defense. If it has a good case, the world will applaud and not condemn its action. Express recognition by treaty of this inalienable right, however, gives rise to the same difficulty encountered in any effort to define aggression. It is the identical question approached from the other side. Inasmuch as no treaty provision can add to the natural right of self-defense, it is not in the interest of peace that a treaty should stipulate a juristic conception of self-defense since it is far too easy for the unscrupulous to mold events to accord with an agreed definition.
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The Note was sent to fourteen states, 50 which accepted or noted the interpretation of the Pact of Paris purported therein, and the treaty was eventually signed without reservations. 51 The Note is significant not only because it reflects the consensus of fifteen powers of the time, but also because it qualifies the right of self-defence as 'inalienable' , 'natural' and, for the first time, 'inherent' , an adjective that would eventually find its way into article 51 of the UN Charter.
Article 3 of the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States also reaffirmed the right of a state 'to defend its integrity and independence' , a right which by virtue of article 5 is 'not susceptible of being affected in any manner' . 52 Neither the Nuremberg nor the Tokyo tribunals established at the end of the Second World War to prosecute the German and Japanese war criminals questioned in principle the existence of the plea of self-defence, although they rejected its invocation by the defendants. 53 The Judgment of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East, in particular, went as far as to say that '[a]ny law, international or municipal, which prohibits recourse to force, is necessarily limited by the right of self-defence' . 54 The Draft Declaration on the Rights and Duties of States, adopted by the International Law Commission (ILC) in 1949, included self-defence in its article 12. 55 In his Hague Academy Course on the rights and duties of states, Ricardo Alfaro, who drafted the ILC Declaration, identifies in selfpreservation one of four essential attributes inherent and inseparable from the notion of 'state' together with sovereignty, independence and equality. 56 In his view, the difference between self-preservation and self-defence rests in the fact that the former is 'the abstract, objective, permanent right of the State to maintain and to develop itself within the international community' while the latter, which derives from self-preservation, is 'the concrete, subjective, eventual and transitory right of the State to use force in order to repel an attack against its integrity and its sovereignty' .
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As has been seen, both the naturalistic and positivistic doctrines, at least until the beginning of the twentieth century, saw the right of states to defend themselves as a fundamental one. This fundamental character has found its way into modern codifications. The right of self-defence, for instance, is included in the list of 'fundamental rights and duties of states' contained in Chapter IV of the 1948 Charter of the Organization of American States. 58 More famously, article 51 of the UN Charter qualifies it as 'inherent' and provides that nothing in the Charter can impair this right. The fundamental character of self-defence, however, never entailed that the right was an unfettered one. Necessity and 'moderation' were already emphasised as requirements of the defensive reaction by the classical scholars. Grotius maintained that '[w]ar in defence of life is permissible only when the danger is immediate and certain, not when it is merely assumed' 59 and only if the danger cannot be in any other way avoided. 60 Suárez also argued that the 'natural and necessary' right of self-defence had to be exercised with moderation. 61 Webster's letter to Fox in relation to the sinking of the Caroline claims that the extent of the right of self-defence is a question to be judged of by the circumstances of each particular case, and when its alleged exercise has led to the commission of hostile acts within the territory of a Power at peace, nothing less than a clear and absolute necessity can afford ground for justification.
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He then famously subordinated a defensive use of force to 'a necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation ' . 63 In his view, self-defence allows 'nothing unreasonable or excessive; since the act, justified by the necessity of self-defence, must be limited by that necessity, and kept clearly within it' . Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective selfdefence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.
The provision was included late in the negotiations, ie at the San Francisco conference, by the US delegation under pressure from the Latin American states 65 without any debate on the meaning of 'inherent right' or the reasons for adding it. 66 As previously seen, the expression finds its roots in the US Note in relation to the 1928 Pact of Paris. 67 Some commentators maintain that, by including the word 'inherent' , the drafters merely wanted to emphasise the fact that the right of self-defence was not created by the UN Charter and was therefore vested also in non-member states. 68 Others see 'inherent' as a reference to the natural law right of self-defence. For instance, in his treatise on the law of the UN, Kelsen argues that article 51 of the UN Charter 'presupposes the existence of the right of self-defence as established, not by positive international law, but by natural law, for it speaks of an "inherent" right' . 69 For Kelsen, however, this reference to natural law has 'no legal importance' . 70 More recently, a commentator has also interpreted 'inherent'
65 In Dumbarton Oaks, it was believed that there would be no need to explicitly mention the right of selfdefence as this would be preserved anyway: self-defence issues, therefore, were not discussed on that as referring to the natural law conception of the right of self-defence but, unlike Kelsen, has seen this as an explicit incorporation of that right into the UN Charter: 'natural law becomes positive law once it is incorporated into the written provisions of the treaty, although to fix the content of its exact source one needs to consult natural law as an interpretative guide to what the provision means' . 71 In Nicaragua, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) famously interpreted 'inherent' not as a reference to natural law but to customary international law without entirely clarifying whether the reference is in fact a renvoi. 72 Koskenniemi points out, 'In view of the fact that the Court made no reference to State practice or the opinio juris on this point it can only be concluded that its "custom" was in fact no different from a naturalistic principle. '
73 Be that as it may, the ICJ's interpretation of 'inherent' as 'customary' does not find support in the letter of article 51 of the UN Charter: a customary right is not 'inherent' , as it comes into existence only when the two elements of custom have sedimented. Furthermore, none of the expressions used in the authentic texts of this provision ('inherent right' (English), 'droit naturel' (French), 'derecho inmanente' (Spanish), 'неотъемлемого права' (Russian), '自然' (Chinese, in pinyin written ziran) and ‫'يعيبط'‬ (Arabic)) is normally used in their respective languages to refer to customary law, and a special meaning can be given to the terms of a treaty only 'if it is established that the parties so intended' .
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There is no evidence of this intention in the travaux préparatoires of the UN Charter.
To properly understand the meaning of 'inherent' , one needs to apply the rules on treaty interpretation contained in articles 31-33 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT). Even though the Convention does not apply to treaties concluded before its entry into force, 75 the rules on interpretation contained therein are generally considered a codification of pre-existing customary international law and are therefore also applicable to the UN Charter. 76 Article 31 of the VCLT identifies three primary interpretive criteria: ' A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. ' The contextual approach is not useful to interpret 'inherent' in article 51 of the UN Charter: this word does not appear elsewhere in the UN Charter or in agreements and other instruments related to it. 77 The ordinary meaning of 'inherent' is, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, 'existing in something as a 82 Finally, the Arabic version of article 51 of the UN Charter employs ‫'يعيبط'‬ , which means not only 'natural' but also 'inherent' , a necessary and logical consequence of something.
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The above considerations suggest that, in article 51, 'inherent' means that 1) the right of self-defence pre-existed the UN Charter; 2) it belongs to any state, whether or not it is a member of the UN; and 3) no UN Charter provisions can deprive a state of it. This is the interpretation that best reconciles the ordinary meaning of the different adjectives used in the authentic texts of article 51 of the UN Charter. 84 As Ago explains, the word 'inherent' (…) is intended primarily to emphasize that the ability to make an exception to the prohibition on the use of force for the purpose of lawfully defending itself against an armed attack is a prerogative of every sovereign State and one that it is not entitled to renounce. This signifies (…) that no treaty can 'derogate' from this prerogative manifestly vested in States by an imperative principle.
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In his testimony before the Committee on Foreign Affairs, John Foster Dulles also pointed out that in San Francisco There was no attempt to limit the inherent right of self-defense. (…) I pointed out that there was that inherent right that could not be taken away by implication or even in my opinion expressly, because no individual can give up the right to protect his own life. 88 Indeed, it is difficult to see how a state could be really independent if it does not possess the right to defend such independence. The requirement of a defined territory as an element of statehood also implies the right to defend sovereignty over that territory. To paraphrase Ago, it is the rightful holder of the subjective right to territorial sovereignty and political independence 'who is at the same time given the faculty of taking measures for the purpose of safeguarding the right in question' . 89 Legal inherence has nothing to do with natural law: 90 on the contrary, 'elle est un accompagnement necessaire du droit positif ' . 91 As the defence counsel at Nuremberg argued, 'War in self-defence is permitted as an inalienable right to all states; without that right, sovereignty does not exist. ' 92 In his Dissenting Opinion attached to the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, Judge Shahabuddeen also recalls that '[s]ince the right of self-defence is "inherent" in a State, it is not possible to conceive of statehood which lacks that characteristic. '
93 Judge Fleischhauer's Separate Opinion concurs and affirms that 'the inherent right of self-defence' is a right 'which every State possesses as a matter of sovereign equality' . 94 These views find support in the ILC's choice to adopt a Declaration on rights and duties of states, and not a convention, as 'the rights and duties 87 Niki Aloupi, 'The Right to Non-intervention and Non-interference' (2015) In North Sea Continental Shelf (n 67) para 38, for instance, the ICJ found that 'if it is correct that the equidistance principle is (…) to be regarded as inherent in the whole basic concept of continental shelf rights, then equidistance should constitute the rule according to positive law tests also' . 92 Cited in Bowett (n 3) 140: the Prosecutor for the United Kingdom did not contest this point and referred to self-defence as a 'natural right' . The disagreement between prosecution and defence was rather on who is to be the judge that the circumstances of self-defence exist. of States as such are not created by the text of a treaty or international Convention but are inherent in their quality as States and can only be recognized or stated' . 95 To be clear, self-defence is a consequence of statehood, and not one of its constitutive elements (which are instead identified in article 1 of the Montevideo Convention): in fact, it is an essential means to defend the constitutive elements. Also, the fact that selfdefence is inherent in statehood does not mean that it is an absolute right. 96 Rivier points out that 'l'aliénation complète et définitive d'un [des droits essentiels] serait incompatible avec le maintien de la qualité d'État souverain, personne complète du droit des gens, pair des autres États' . However, 'rien n' empêche qu'un État puisse renoncer pour un temps, même indéfini, dans des circonstances données et en faveur d'un ou de plusieurs autres États, à certaines manifestations d'un droit essential, et en suspendre à certains égards l' exercise' . 97 In other words, 'Self-defence is an inherent right, but one which is subject to legal considerations and the violation of one or more of those considerations can divest the state of its right to continue to exercise it. '
98 It is through these lenses that one should read article 51 of the UN Charter, which does not 'impair' the inherent right of selfdefence (and could have not done so), but submits its exercise to certain conditions and requirements in order to adjust it to the collective security system established by the UN Charter. 99 However, no requirement imposed on the exercise of the right of self-defence could lead to completely deprive a state of the right itself.
It should be noted that, in contrast with the above mentioned classical doctrine that saw self-defence not only as a fundamental right of states but also as a duty, there is no basis for such a duty in article 51 of the UN Charter or customary international law.
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States may be under a duty to react to neutrality violations under the law of neutrality or a treaty on permanent neutrality, or under a duty to react against armed attacks as provided in mutual defence treaties.
101 Such a duty, however, would be based not on article 51 of the UN Charter or its customary counterpart, but on the law of neutrality, the permanent neutrality treaty or the mutual defence treaty. Outside these situations, a state 'has the right to commit suicide' . 102 Still, the naturalistic notion of self-defence as a duty that a state owes to itself or to its own population has not completely disappeared as a legal narrative. It suffices to remember the ICJ's words in the 2004 One final observation concerns the right of collective self-defence. While article 51 of the UN Charter does not distinguish between individual and collective self-defence and qualifies both as inherent, this is difficult to justify in relation to the latter. Indeed, it does not seem to be a right without which sovereignty cannot exist or an essential means through which to defend the constitutive elements of statehood. The right of the victim state to ask for help may well be inherent, but the 'right' of other states to come to its assistance is not: in fact, as will be seen, permanent neutral states have renounced this right. 104 Collective self-defence is not even a right: as the ICJ explained in Nicaragua, it is subordinated to the request of the victim state. 105 If the addition of 'inherent' in relation to self-defence is a reminder by the UN Charter drafters that such right is a corollary of statehood, then it remains to be seen what legal consequences, if any, such characteristic entails. This will be explored in the next sections.
The inalienable character of self-defence
One of the consequences of the inherent character of the right of self-defence is its inalienability; as Ago puts it, the right of self-defence is a prerogative that a state is not entitled to renounce.
106 This is not contradicted by the status of permanent neutrality that characterises certain states, namely Switzerland and Austria. 107 Such status is normally based on a multilateral or, more rarely, a bilateral treaty and entails an obligation on the state in question not to be involved in armed conflict and not to participate in acts that may lead to that result, for instance participation in military alliances, acceptance of foreign military bases or the passage of foreign troops on its territory. Permanent neutrality, however, never excludes the right of the state to use force in self-defence. 108 As the delegate of the Serb-Croat-Slovene state declared on 12 January 1920 to oppose a proposal for demilitarisation of certain parts of the Yugoslav territory, 'Even the international conventions, which provided for neutralisation (concerning Belgium and Switzerland, for instance), preserved intact the right of neutral countries to defend their frontiers by force of arms' . 109 The judgment in the High Command trial also found that a permanently neutral state like Switzerland might use 'her military strength to implement a national policy that seeks peace and to maintain her borders against aggression' .
110 In fact, permanently neutral states normally have not only a right, but also a duty to defend their neutrality. 111 Apart from permanent neutrality, even 'peace constitutions' 112 like those of Germany and Japan do not rule out the use of the armed forces in self-defence. While article 9 of the Japanese Constitution provides that 'the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes' , Japan possesses Ground, Maritime and Air Self-Defence Forces. 113 Article 26(1) of Germany's Basic Law provides that '[a]cts tending to and undertaken with intent to disturb the peaceful relations between nations, especially to prepare for a war of aggression, shall be unconstitutional' . Article 87(a)(1) of Germany's Basic Law, however, allows the establishment of armed forces for the purposes of defence. 114 Article 2 of the 1990 Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany also states that 'the united Germany will never employ any of its weapons except in accordance with its constitution and the Charter of the United Nations' , therefore excluding self-defence actions, and the right of Germany to participate in defensive alliances is expressly reaffirmed in article 6. 115 There are also several present-day examples of states that have entirely entrusted their defence to other states. According to the 2002 Treaty intended to adapt and strengthen friendship and cooperation relations between the Principality of Monaco and the French Republic, for example, the French Republic is responsible for the military defence of the Principality. 116 The 118 Section 313 of the Compacts with Palau, Micronesia and Marshall Islands adds that the governments of the three states 'shall refrain from actions which the Government of the United States determines, after consultation with that Government, to be incompatible with its authority and responsibility for security and defense matters in or relating to' those states.
The statehood of the above entities is generally not contested. Does this mean that a state can alienate its right of self-defence to another state without losing its statehood? This would seem to be inconsistent with the inherent character of the right of selfdefence as described above. Again, one should not lose sight of the distinction between the right itself and the exercise of the right. In the above cases, states have not alienated their right of self-defence, but merely delegated its exercise to another state. The Pacific People's Constitution Report adopted by the New Zealand government in 2000 expressly states that '[w]here the New Zealand Government exercises responsibilities in respect of external affairs and defence, it does so in effect on the delegated authority of the Government of Niue. '
119 It is implicit in the notion of delegation (as opposed to that of alienation) that the delegated powers can be revoked. responsible for the defence of another state does not adequately do so, the latter state could adopt defensive measures with the means at its disposal.
Does self-defence take precedence over other international law?
The question that this section addresses is whether the inherent character of self-defence makes it supersede any other conflicting obligations incumbent on the state victim of an armed attack. 120 In some cases, the prevalence is expressly stated. The 2013 Arms Trade Treaty, for instance, reaffirms the 'inherent right of all States to individual or collective self-defence as recognized in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations' and '[t]he respect for the legitimate interests of States to acquire conventional arms to exercise their right to self-defence and for peacekeeping operations; and to produce, export, import and transfer conventional arms. ' 121 In other cases, the prevalence has been considered implicit: in the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, the ICJ did not find that environmental treaties could be interpreted as depriving states of their right of self-defence.
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As the ILC Commentary to article 21 of its Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts observes, however, self-defence does not preclude the wrongfulness of conduct 'in all cases or with respect to all obligations' . 123 The ILC notes that, although the inherent right to self-defence may justify non-performance of certain treaties, this does not apply to 'obligations under international humanitarian law and in relation to non-derogable human rights provisions' . 124 In the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, the ICJ distinguished between obligations of 'total restraint during military conflict' , which may 'deprive a State of the exercise of its right of self-defence' , 125 and other obligations. The ICJ was ambiguous on the relationship between the jus ad bellum 120 The problem can be seen either as a conflict between primary norms or as the application of a secondary rule precluding the wrongfulness of the violation of a primary rule (on the distinction between primary and secondary rules, see HLA Hart, The Concept of Law (2nd edn, OUP 1994) 94ff). If the latter, it should be noted that self-defence can work not only as a circumstance that precludes the wrongfulness of an otherwise unlawful use of force, but also of other violations of international law: Lamberti Zanardi (n 21) 129; Bowett (n 3) 270. This view finds support in the ICJ Advisory Opinion on the Palestinian Wall (n 103) para 139, where the Court considered the self-defence argument advanced by Israel to justify the construction of the security fence. The argument was eventually not accepted because, according to the Court, the conditions for self-defence, in particular the fact that the armed attack must come from another state, had not been met. right of self-defence and the obligations of states in the conduct of hostilities under the jus in bello: despite concluding that the use of nuclear weapons is 'generally contrary' to the law of armed conflict, it did not rule out that the use of nuclear weapons could be lawful 'in an extreme circumstance of self-defence, in which the very survival of a State would be at stake' .
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In Judge Fleischhauer's view, the inherent right of self-defence trumps the limitations imposed on the use of weapons under the jus in bello when negating the use of a prohibited weapon would equate to depriving a state of its right of self-defence.
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In his view, neither 'principle' (the law of armed conflict and the inherent right of selfdefence) prevails as they have equal rank, 128 and the conflict must be settled by finding 'the smallest common denominator between the conflicting principles' , ie by allowing the use of nuclear weapons exclusively when it is the means of last resort against an armed attack that threatens the very existence of the victim state.
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These views are rightly criticised by Judge Weeramantry, who passionately maintains that 'the undoubted right of the State that is attacked to use all the weaponry available to it for the purpose of repulsing the aggressor (…) holds only so long as such weapons do not violate the fundamental rules of warfare embodied in those rules' .
130 A different conclusion would undermine the distinction between the jus ad bellum and the jus in bello: 'while the jus ad bellum only opens the door to the use of force (in self-defence or by the Security Council), whoever enters that door must function subject to the jus in bello' .
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Judge Shahabuddeen concurs and emphasises that 'it is necessary to distinguish between the inherent right of self-defence and the means by which the right is exercisable': the latter falls under the scope of the jus in bello. 132 Similarly, President Bedjaoui affirms that, in spite of the 'fundamental' character of the right of a state to survival, this right ne peut engendrer une situation dans laquelle un Etat s' exonérait lui-même du respect des norms 'intransgressibles' du droit international humanitaire. (…) On manquerait par conséquent de la plus élémentaire prudence si on plaçait sans hésitation la survie d'un Etat au-dessus de toutes autres considérations, et en particulier au-dessus de la survie de l'humanité elle-même. Means and methods of warfare prohibited under the law of armed conflict, therefore, may never be used, not even in self-defence. 134 This conclusion finds support in the Draft Articles on the effects of armed conflicts on treaties, adopted by the ILC in 2011.
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The pre-eminence of self-defence over other treaty regimes is stated by draft article 14, according to which A state exercising its inherent right of individual and collective self-defence in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations is entitled to suspend in whole or in part the operation of a treaty to which it is a Party insofar as that operation is incompatible with the exercise of that right.
The right of self-defence, therefore, prevails over other treaty obligations owed by the victim state not only towards the aggressor but also towards other states. According to the Commentary, however, this prevalence does not affect treaties designed to apply in armed conflict, in particular the law of armed conflict.
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The exercise of self-defence may also be affected by mechanisms to peacefully settle international disputes. The question has arisen, for instance, of whether a state may resort to self-defence pendente lite, in particular after the dispute has been submitted to the ICJ. This is not a real case of conflicting obligations: if the dispute has been submitted to a judicial mechanism, the defensive reaction will normally not be necessary. If the aggressor resumes hostilities, however, the right of self-defence may be exercised again. collective self-defence because of its failure to report measures taken in the exercise of that right to the Security Council. ' 140 Furthermore, the second sentence of article 51 of the UN Charter provides that self-defence measures 'shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council (…) to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security' . The only meaning that this clause could have is that the UN Security Council may take over from states at any time. Therefore, even if states have already reacted, or are reacting, in individual or collective self-defence, they are under an obligation not to impair the Council's action.
The same point appears in clearer terms in the first sentence of article 51 of the UN Charter, which provides that states may exercise the individual or collective right of selfdefence only 'until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international peace and security' . 141 This does not entail, as Schachter argues, that the inherent right of self-defence can be taken away from states if and when the Security Council adopts such measures. 142 It is its exercise that may be suspended because, like in domestic legal systems, it becomes unnecessary when a public authority takes charge of the protection of the community members. As Neff puts it, 'The more prompt and effective the UN Security [Council] was, the smaller a part would self-defence naturally play. ' 143 As the travaux préparatoires of the UN Charter confirm, 144 not every measure adopted by the Security Council is able to suspend the exercise of the right of selfdefence by states, but only those that are adequate to effectively maintain international peace and security. 145 It is only in this case that the exercise of self-defence by states becomes unnecessary. As the Egyptian delegate to the UN emphasised in 1954, the individual or collective right of self-defence may not be over-ridden in favour of the Security Council except insofar as the States concerned are so well protected by the resources available to the Security Council that the abandonment of their right of self-defence will not harm them.
The ILC has also stressed that self-defence is allowed 'where (…) the use of force by the agencies of the central authority cannot be resorted to promptly and efficiently enough to protect a subject against an attack by another' . 147 In contrast with what is argued by a leading commentator, 148 it is not the type of measure adopted by the UN Security Council that makes the difference. In particular, it is not necessary that the Security Council replaces the right of self-defence 'with its functional equivalent, that is, collective intervention on behalf of the aggrieved state' . 149 What counts for the purposes of suspending the exercise of the right of self-defence by states is that, whatever measures the UN Security Council adopts, it is effective in maintaining international peace and security, which necessarily involves a case-by-case evaluation. 150 The prevalent view is that 'it is not for the state allegedly taking action in self-defence to decide whether the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to secure peace and security, but it is for the United Nations itself to decide' . 151 The exercise of the right of self-defence by the victim state could be potentially suspended if the UN Security Council imposes a general ceasefire upon the belligerents. In Resolution 598 (1987), for instance, the Security Council ordered a ceasefire between Iran and Iraq and demanded that both belligerents 'discontinue all military actions on land, at sea and in the air, and withdraw all forces to the internationally recognized boundaries without delay' . 152 If both belligerent states comply with the UN Security Council's ceasefire, the exercise of the right of self-defence by the attacked state is suspended as a consequence of the primacy of the Security Council in the maintenance of international peace and security. But if the aggressor state rejects the ceasefire, or resumes the attack after initially complying with it, or does not withdraw its troops from territory occupied as a consequence of the armed attack, the victim state may clearly continue to defend itself, or resume to do so. 153 Similarly, according to the prevailing view, the adoption of sanctions under article 41 of the UN Charter does not automatically suspend the exercise of the right of self-defence of the attacked state. 154 In some cases, the Council's intention not to suspend the exercise of the right of self-defence in spite of its adopting measures has been clearly expressed, as in the case of Resolution 661 (1990): the Resolution reaffirmed 'the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence, in response to the armed attack by Iraq against Kuwait, in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter' , even though at the same time the UN Security Council adopted sanctions against Iraq. 155 In any case, as Iraq did not comply with that Resolution and other resolutions, the right of self-defence of Kuwait and of its allies would have not been affected even in the absence of the reaffirmation of such right in the preamble of Resolution 661 (1990). 156 When the UN Security Council imposes an arms embargo towards all belligerents in an international armed conflict, this may negatively affect the right of the attacked state to defend itself. Of course, not every arms embargo is necessarily inconsistent with article 51, otherwise the Security Council could never use this measure under article 41. 157 The problem first arose in 1977 when France claimed that an arms embargo on South Africa would breach that state's right of self-defence. 158 More famously, in Resolution 713 (1991), the UN Security Council adopted a comprehensive arms embargo against the entire territory of the former Yugoslavia with the consent of the federal government of Yugoslavia, in order to prevent an escalation of hostilities and to support the negotiation process. 159 The embargo continued to apply even after the break-up of Yugoslavia and the independence of Bosnia and Herzegovina. As the Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) continued to provide arms and logistical support to the Bosnian Serbs at least until 1994, 160 in 1993 the Bosnian government asked the UN Security Council to lift the arms embargo that prevented it from acquiring the means to exercise its right to self-defence and from reacting against the armed attack by Yugoslavia and, at least initially, Croatia. 161 In spite of several General Assembly's requests, 162 the Council did not lift the embargo: a draft resolution that exempted Bosnia and Herzegovina from it 'with the sole purpose of enabling [it] to exercise its inherent right to self-defence' was not adopted because of the abstention of nine Council members. 163 The arms embargo was only lifted in Resolution 1074 (1996) . 164 On the other hand, when Rwanda argued that the arms embargo imposed by Resolution 918 (1994) should be lifted because of external threats to the country, the Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1011 (1995), by which it suspended the embargo against the Government of Rwanda. 165 Resolutions 1493 (2003), 1596 (2005) and 1807 (2008) also provided for an arms embargo only against non-governmental forces operating in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) with the support of neighbouring states. 166 In early 2015, the battered Libyan government and Egypt asked the Security Council to lift the arms embargo against all actors in Libya imposed in Resolution 1970 (2011) and reaffirmed in Resolution 2174 (2014) 167 so that the Libyan National Army could receive military matériel and weapons to counter the 'rampant terrorism' of the 'Islamic State' . 168 In response, the UN Security Council requested the Sanctions Committee to consider expeditiously requests for such supply to the Libyan Government and emphasised 'the importance of providing support and assistance to the Government of Libya, including by providing it with the necessary security and capacity building assistance' . 169 Although neither the Libyan government nor Egypt expressly referred to the right of self-defence, the latter provided the former with military assistance, and the Arab League also called its members to provide all forms of support to Libya. 170 The above cases show that the Bosnian precedent should not be given too much significance. Already the classical scholars of international law maintained that 'every nation has the right to those things without which it cannot preserve itself ' . 171 Indeed, article 51 of the UN Charter would contradict itself if, on the one hand, it reaffirmed the a fundamental provision of the international legal order, ie the prohibition of the use of armed force in international relations.
This article has also demonstrated that, from the inherent character of self-defence, important legal consequences arise: the right of self-defence cannot be alienated and it takes precedence over other international obligations, although not over those specifically intended to limit the conduct of states in armed conflict and over non-derogable human rights provisions. The exercise of the right, however, may be delegated to other states or be submitted to limitations under both customary international law and treaty law, but such limitations cannot go as far as to deprive a state of the right itself.
In the end, then, far from being irrelevant, the 'inherent' character of self-defence is a potent reminder of the fact that states still hold a powerful grip on the international legal order.
